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Country Profile

Country 

he Constitutional monarchy of the United Kingdom consists of 

England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. It is located on the 

north-west of mainland Europe and is 244,820 square kilometres. he 

UK is surrounded by water and it only has a land border with Ireland.

he capital is London (8.2 million inhabitants, 2011 est.), which houses 

the parliament. Edinburgh (486,000 inhabitants), houses the parliament 

of Scotland, and Cardif (338,000 inhabitants), houses the parliament 

of Wales. Other signiicant cities are Belfast (280,000 inhabitants – in 

Northern Ireland), Glasgow (592,000 inhabitants), Sheield (555,000 

inhabitants), Bradford (512,000 inhabitants), Newcastle (282,000 

inhabitants), Manchester (503,000 inhabitants), Liverpool (466,000 

inhabitants), Leeds (751,000 inhabitants), Birmingham (1,073,000 

inhabitants) and Bristol (428,000 inhabitants). he landscape is very 
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“he British are much more formal – they would never ever utter direct 

criticism but would graciously package their comments,” says Edwin 

Welman, a Dutch banker working for ABN-AMRO in London, who 

also worked for several years in the US. “Dutch people just tell you what 

they think and would never opt for polite phrases to explain a situation.” 

Margaret Moes, Managing Director of LSS Relocation Limited, who is 

also Dutch, observes, “the biggest diference in doing business with the 

Brits is the total lack of directness We have been in the UK for 24 years 

and the straightforward mentality of the Dutch is completely opposite 

to the reined, considerate, and well-mannered way of doing business 

here in the UK. In business deals the Brits refuse to commit themselves 

right away. In fact they are quite inscrutable.” 

A word of warning regarding the use of the English language; Non-
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Management Culture



A high salary level does not say much about what a person can aford. 

A comparison of purchasing power based on net income is more useful, 

since it takes account of what remains after tax and social security 

deductions. Purchasing power, the relationship between income and the 

cost of your shopping basket, gives an idea of what can be bought in a 

certain country with a particular level of income. We also give you an 

indication of regular rent prices because accommodation always takes up 

a large part of your salary, certainly if you are looking for a short-term 

lease.

he rent prices include all ancillary costs. Some caution is however 

required when directly comparing rents as the apartments may vary 

considerable from city to city in terms of size, comfort and location. 
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What will I earn?



Before you embark on your job hunt, it is important that you give some 

thought in advance to the type of employer ofering opportunities you 

are interested in. Spend some time on the self assessment test and the 

exercise ‘questions to ask yourself ’ which can be found in this guide. 

It does help if you know whether you want to work in the public, 

voluntary or private sector. hink also about the diferences between 

large and smaller employers.

Plusses of joining a large graduate recruiter are likely to be:

• structured trainee programme; 

• planned career progression; 

• likeliness of developing your career within one organisation.
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1. Exchanging business cards is common in the UK. Are business cards  

 exchanged before or after a meeting?

a. Before.

b. After.

2. Fact: when wanting to work in the UK you need a valid identity card  

 or a passport.

a. False, you do not need a valid identity card or passport because the  

 UK belongs to the EEA.

b. False, only a passport is valid in the UK.

c. False, everyone who wants to enter the UK needs a valid Visa.

d. True, you need a valid identity card or passport to enter the UK.

3. In the UK, the economy has several important sectors. Which sectors  

 are important for the British economy?

a. he agricultural and service sector.

b. he service sector.

c. he service and inancial sector.

d. he inancial sector.
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Quiz

QTo test your understanding of this ELM Guide on the United Kingdom

Management culture & job hunting in the United Kingdom


